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Abstract: 21 year has passed since on 8 April 1989 the Latvian Creative Unions
newspaper Literatura un Maksla has published the Declaration Vienna meetings. Human
and National Rights in Latvia. of Latvian Soviet Socialistic Republic Creative Unions Joint
Plenum. At that time the document via telegram was forwarded to all European Security
and Cooperation Council states. It was also sent to the Soviet government, and namely
Michail Gorbachov. Telegram senders were the Culture Council of Creative Unions of
Latvia which expressed in the announcement a strong attitude that all positions of the
document shall be implemented and shall function. Amongst other rights craved for by the
soviet intellectuals the requests for freedom of religion was also included in the declaration:
’’True freedom of conscience and rights to go in for religion, rights to freely promulgate
religious opinions, as well as atheism shall be ensured. Churches and religious
organizations shall become subjects of property law. By respecting rights of parents, a
moral and religious bringing up of children based on their confidence shall be ensured,
allowing the religious organizations to open educational establishments. (Clause 11 of the
Declaration)’’
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21 year has passed since on 8 April 1989 the Latvian Creative Unions newspaper
Literatura un Maksla has published the Declaration Vienna meetings. Human and National Rights
in Latvia. of Latvian Soviet Socialistic Republic Creative Unions Joint Plenum. At that time the
document via telegram was forwarded to all European Security and Cooperation Council states. It
was also sent to the Soviet government, and namely Michail Gorbachov. Telegram senders were
the Culture Council of Creative Unions of Latvia which expressed in the announcement a strong
attitude that all positions of the document shall be implemented and shall function. Amongst other
rights craved for by the soviet intellectuals the requests for freedom of religion was also included in
the declaration: ’’True freedom of conscience and rights to go in for religion, rights to freely
promulgate religious opinions, as well as atheism shall be ensured. Churches and religious
organizations shall become subjects of property law. By respecting rights of parents, a moral and
religious bringing up of children based on their confidence shall be ensured, allowing the religious
organizations to open educational establishments. (Clause 11 of the Declaration)’’ Since then a
huge leap is experienced, an idea of directly and immediately functioning human rights has
become a norm in a judicial consciousness of Latvian society and respectively also in normative
regulations of nowadays.1 It is not important how detailed norms of human rights are elaborated in
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normative acts, an understanding of universalism and absolutism of basic rights is that what
matters. It has to be understood that at the end of the eighties of the last century, when normative
regulation of a number of European countries was improved by jurisprudence of the European
Court of Human Rights, Latvia undergoes totalitarian regime the main task whereof is to form
communistically atheistic society who is acting based on ideas of materialism. Softly speaking, in
Latvia there is and was a distinctive view on exercising of human rights. It was typical for sovjets or
soviet judicial point of view that the norms of human rights shall be “put in motion” with other
normative acts (laws, instructions etc.), as they are too abstract.2 Constitutions of the Soviet Union,
as well as of Soviet Republic of Latvia can be named as a good example. They were full of
freedoms which in real life were not functioning, take this for a reason that there was no
constitutional control institute and for the person imposing, exercising rights, the constitutional
norms were only loud declarative announcements without contents.3 Freedom to religious freedom,
as well as freedom of antireligious propaganda on paper was declared for all citizens. For that
reason intelligence at that time wanted to liven up inanimate constitutional norms in reality through
normative acts.

Currently in Latvia another opinion predominates which is more corresponding to the
Founding Fathers of USA Constitution that none of expanded listings of freedoms and rights is
sufficiently exhaustive and in case of need it can be expanded anyway (Alexander Hamilton), rights
to freedom of conscience cannot be assigned by humans to other humans, as authority of a
lawmaker can prevail only over those areas of human activities which shall be restricted with the
purpose of preventing the individual from harming the life and work of the others (Tomas
Jefferson). Everything else is only a matter of interpretation of today. In case of Latvia even if the
constitution would not contain the article declaring clause of the freedom of religion – respective
principles could be naturally reached by interpreting contents of the concept of democratic republic
defined in the constitution4 or having insight in judicature of the European Court of Human Rights
which is obligatory for Latvia.

Second period of independence is introduced by a declaration of restoration of
independence of the Republic of Latvia issued by the LPSR Supreme Council on 4 May 1990.5

Judicial continuity of the State is admitted in the highest level. The State of Latvia founded on 18
November 1918 has been restored. Although from an aspect of the Constitutional law of Latvia the
Latvian state regained its independence in 1991 and was not founded anew,6 in reality relations
between the state and church had to be continued as from the date of restoration and not from
year 1940. It is impossible to speak about continuity in this area for the following three reasons.

Firstly, the first period of independence cannot be evaluated as the one which could be
“continued’’ by normative acts... Democratic development of Latvia in 1934 was ended by
authoritarian period which has changed also a direction of relations between the state and church.
Such relations (and respectively also normative regulation), when restoring the republic at the
beginning of nineties of the last century, was not only practically, by even theoretically unfit for a
new model of relations between the state and church.7

Secondly, the restored Republic of Latvia was deformed by the atheistic regime of the
USSR (property was nationalised, clergymen were frightened and many were frightened and
controlled by USSRS repressive structures, the believers were unorganized, State machinery was
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atheistically oriented etc.), so that environment was consistently passive for accepting of any
innovations. Furthermore, as already mentioned above, restoration in normative area for Republic
of Latvia was practically impossible, what is evidenced also by attitude of Holy See towards the
Concordat. Catholics chose to conclude new, instead of continuing old.

Thirdly, in reality the state lacked true understanding and conception/strategy/plan in this
specific area8, apart from adoption of several norms of law of the first independence period,9

lobbies of the main traditional church in the lawmaking process,10 an activity of pro-church party
(Pirma partija) in the Parliament and competition amongst traditional churches forming the parity.
Since restoration of independence, judging from frequent and chaotic reorganizations of the
supervisory structure of churches11, currently – the Board of Religious Affairs) (till the 21st century a
name and status of the institution was changed times four), an unclear policy of the State is quite
obvious....

Specific reality, including also judicial one, is created by intertwining of external and internal
processes in one aggregate amount. It has to be understood that legal regulation of Latvia in
church affairs has influenced itself from external factors; however, this impact was exerted only in a
form of voluntary reception (adoption). Already till convocation of the Saeima of the first restored
State a rapid strengthening of the human rights catalogue has been commenced. Actually just after
adoption of the Declaration of Independence Latvia acceded to 51 international documents in
human rights area. Although in case of Latvia we can speak mostly on an analysis and
implementation of foreign practice, we did not manage also without foreign impact. USA shall be
mentioned as the first, the European Union as the second, and Vatican as the third. Impact of the
United States of America is natural, as at the beginning of the 21st century it is currently the most
powerful country in the world which especially takes care of observance of human rights at every
corner of the Earth. Exactly in USA a concept of the freedom of religion was developed which is
recognised there already from the end of the 18th century. Ten years ago USA Congress adopted a
U.S. International Religious Freedom Act of 199812 which makes international religious freedom to
be an element of foreign policy. USA State Department every year shall submit with the Congress
reports on a condition of religious freedom at any country of the world (except USA itself). The Act
empowers the USA President to take action in case this principle is violated in any of the countries.
The report does not necessarily contain recommendations for the Congress, but it is intended as a
factual basis for the congressmen what can serve as a basis for imposing of any sanctions on the
specific country. Although since year 1998 or the date of the first report it is been reported also on
Latvia, impact of USA on the reality of relations between the State of Latvia and church is relative.
Legal regulation of Latvia in church affairs, as well as practice thereof is not significantly impacted
by USA. Of course, other issue is USA strivings to popularize this relationship model in Latvia,
however, taking into account that traditionalism of Latvia13 is not acceptable for Americans due to
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understanding of the First Amendment to the USA Constitution14 a certain confrontation of opinions
would always exists. However, it must be added that in this aspect Latvia is very similar to other
EU Member states.

Impact of the European Union quite conditionally may be considered ’’external’’, as upon
Latvia’s joining the European Community after 2003 the regulations of Europe can be deemed to
be “ours’’ as well. However, speaking about EU impact, first of all the European Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and interpretation thereof, what is done
by the European Court of Human Rights, has to be mentioned. Of course there is also a normative
impact of Europe and Community practice which in general is as a test for normative regulation
and practical implementation of the religious freedom of Latvia. However, in the European
countries a number of models are present15 and no one and never has instructed Latvia which of
them to choose. It would also be peculiar as none of them is deemed to be perfect – each of them
has its own pluses and minuses.

Impact of Vatican shall be construed as the most serious foreign impact. Such assertion is
based on the agreement concluded in 2000 between the Republic of Latvia and Holy See, and
consequences arising there from. It has happened that way in practically all countries which have
concluded an agreement with the St. Chair. Almost the same practice

1) International agreement with the Holy See;
2) Agreements with traditional churches;
3) Special laws bringing issues agreed in the agreements in real life.
In spite of initial resistance also opponents to the agreement by other traditional churches

are forced to recognise a positive effect of the concordat.16 Exactly the international agreement
concluded in 2000, ratified in 2002, was a cause for agreements concluded by the Cabinet of
Ministers of the Republic of Latvia with other traditional churches in 2004, which is disputable from
legal aspect.17 Exactly the agreement of 2000 concluded by the Republic of Latvia with the Holy
See is the only explanation for why the relationship principles set out in the agreements are
included in a number of special laws passed in 2007. Agreement of Latvia with the Holy See is not
related to separation of the Church and the State or religious freedom and other churches,
however, it forced the Latvian government to solve an issue regarding equal attitude in an issue on
traditional churches.

Currently speaking on religious organizations in the Republic of Latvia one shall speak not
only on their registration, but on a special recognition of separate religious organizations by the
state, which is not related to the registration institute. In my opinion, depending on a form of
recognition of the state the religious organizations in Latvia may be divided into two levels:

1) traditional religious organizations
2) other.
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Traditional religious organizations are divided into Roman Catholic Church, as its status is
based on an international agreement and other traditional religious organizations which by
adoption of special laws in respect of them have gained a special recognition of the state. Other
are religious organizations registered pursuant to the Law on Religious Organizations.18

In year 2007 – 2008 the Saeima of the Republic of Latvia has adopted seven special
church laws. Although the lawmaker has included in the church laws a part of the issues which
require to be regulated, in point of substance it may be said that since then a model of Latvia has
been created and more resembles a model of Italy - Spain. That is true that there is a certain
distinction in constitutional structure. Let’s look at practice of Spain and Latvia. Although
constitutions of both states set forth a separation of the state and the church, that is expressed with
different categorise. When reading ’’Church shall be separate from the State’’ (Article 99 of the
Constitution of the Republic of Latvia) and ’’None of churches are churches of the State’’ (Article 16
of the Constitution of Spain) an impression is made on a strict separation in Latvia, what is
misleading, if looking at our practice. In reality the jurisprudence of Latvia is similar to that of Spain
wherein a central part is played by a principle of religious neutrality (aconfessionalidad). Unlike the
American State Church Establishment Prohibition Clause a principle of religious neutrality instead
of denying any cooperation or supporting individual churches recognise it, of course, on a condition
that a religious freedom of other churches is not restricted. The best solution seems to be an
adoption of the practice of Spain and passing over from the State and separation clause to a
religious neutrality clause, as the latter includes a separation of the church and the State, however,
is not so categorical. Respectively a provision ’’Church shall be separate from the State’’ shall be
transformed to ’’No religion shall have a state character. ’’.

Other difference of constitutional structures of relationship models between the State and
church in Spain and in Latvia is a reference on a possibility of agreement. If in case of Latvia
agreements are failed to be mentioned not only in the Constitution, but even in the Law on
Religious Organizations, Article 16 of the Constitution of Spain sets forth that relationship with the
churches are established on the basis of cooperation, taking into account the religions which are
popular in public.19 Moreover, in the Law on Religious Organizations (Article 7, Paragraph 1) a
cooperation of church and the State acquires a specific legal form. The above provision of law sets
forth that taking into account prevalence of specific religions in the society the State concludes
cooperation agreements (conventions) with legally registered churches, religious beliefs or
religious communities having positive and considerable role in the society of Spain.20 Contracts
shall be confirmed by the parliament.21 Agreements are concluded with Roman Catholics,
Protestant Unions (incl. also Lutherans, Baptists), Islam Community, 22 Jewish Community.23 In
Spain similar to Latvia the honour of the first level organization deserves the Roman Catholic
Church having an extensive organisational freedom,24 based on 5 international contracts. Amongst
the second level organizations are churches which have entered into cooperation agreements with
the State, by later adopting respective laws. Other religious organizations shall be deemed to be
the third level religious organizations.

If compare Spain practice with ours, it is evident that the possibility of concluding the
agreements with churches is missing. There is no reference on such possibility in the Constitution
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and the Law on Religious Organizations. A situation was created that the Saeima’s Judicial
Committee came to conclusions that agreements of 2004 with churches are ’’to be put aside’’ and
to be considered as ’’legally non-binding’’, although the laws are made on the grounds thereof.25

Such view can hardly be agreed with, as legal regulation of individual churches following from
special church law substantially differs from what is set forth in the agreement. Furthermore, the
church laws do not contain a reference on termination of the operation of the agreements what
would be necessary to take them as invalid. Although the advantages (to be correct – peculiarities)
set out in the agreements currently have been introduced in some laws as special provisions of
law,26 in reality, let’s take as an example an exemption from the state duty in respect of
corroboration of title with the Land Register established in the agreements, harmonization of
normative acts, covering of expenses of cultural monuments, protection of cult places, financing of
educational establishments, procedure for amendments to the agreement etc., is to be valued
disputable.27 If churches would like to address the court for non-compliance with legal provisions, I
admit that the State would not win these proceedings. The new church laws say nothing about
agreements and thus it can be judged that they are effective in parallel to laws. I believe that
avoiding of recognition of laws is a mistaken approach what should also be critically valuated from
legal aspect. Although the Law on Religious Organizations speaks not only about special laws
which regulate the relations between the State and religious unions (churches), and nothing is
mentioned about the agreements, it shall be noted that some time ago exactly the Saeima, and
namely the Public and Human Rights Affairs Commission headed by Antons Seiksts, rejected a
logical and understandable proposal by the government regarding the agreements under which the
laws are adopted.28 Against the opinion that agreements were a mistake speaks also the
agreement with Riga Jewish Religious Community. Due to various reasons no agreement with the
Jews were concluded in 2004. Although a special law was adopted on the Jews on 13 June 2006,
an agreement between the Republic of Latvia and Riga Jewish Religious Community was signed.
As it is already known, the law is adopted29 and it is the best approval for the practice that at the
beginning there is an agreement and only then comes the law. Making analogy with Spain exactly
such approach guarantees formal equality for every religious community which is willing to act in
the territory of the State, 30 as if quoting the professor Martínez-Torrón it would be impossible to
refuse to any of religious organizations candidating for an analogous status, which is based on the
law: - ’’Sorry, you does not correspond to our traditional understanding on your impact and role’’.31

Respectively the church willing to have an analogous status in Latvia would require entering into
an agreement with the government and in addition to that this issue has to be considered in the
Parliament. Also this practice, of course, is not complete;32 however, it would be an order and not
an impulsive, torn practice.
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prerogative of lawmaking of the parliament, as bilateral agreements of the government and church became as laws
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